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The Shi’as & LGBTQ Crowd – Important 

Aqeedah Notice! 
Shi’as 
Weekly, from the Manaabir (pulpits) throughout the world, the Imaams echo the words of our 

beloved Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wasallam) which are as follows: 

“Fear Allah! Fear Allah, regarding my Sahaabah (Radhiyallahu anhum)!” 

“He who loves them (my Sahaabah), loves them because he loves me.” 

“He who hates them, hates them because he hates me.” 

The Shi’as who swear and abuse the Sahaabah (Radhiyallahu anhum) cannot be and should not be 

included as part of the Muslim Ummah. The supporters and sympathizers of the Shi’as should take 

a good warning of the jeopardy of their Imaan in the above Ahaadith echoed from the Manaabir 

on Fridays. Can any sane human befriend and ‘act good’ to anyone who swears his mother? The 

Shi’as swear and abuse Ummul-Mu’mineen (the mother of the believers), Hazrat Aisha 

(Radhiyallahu anha) and other Sahaabah! How can we sympathize with them? 

Therefore, it is Haraam to support the Shi’as. Stay far, very far from the Shi’as. The Shi’as are 

Kuffaar. Be wary of those scholars who opt to remain silent in exposing the Kufr of the Shi’as! 

LGBTQ 
All the weird, alien-to-humans and inhumane activities, beliefs, doings and concept the LGBTQ 

group believes in, are all rejected Islamically and are declared as major sins in Islaam. Supporting 

this group, participating in their activities, wearing their coloured clothing, banners and flags are 

all Haraam in terms of Deen. Anyone who believes and practices what the LGBTQ believes and 

practices in, is out of the fold of Islaam. 

Extreme caution should be taken regarding innocent (Muslim) school-going kids who are taught 

such subjects whereby their innocent brains and hearts are brainwashed. They are taught to respect 

anyone who is a gay or lesbian – Astaghfirullah! Even the animals don’t believe in this garbage!  

Parents should really deeply rethink over sending their children to school where today these 

subjects are taught. If parents know of a particular school having bullies that hassle students, then 

no parent will readily send their kids to that school. The teaching and studying LGBTQ and all 

other nonsensical Haraam subjects are subjects which are hassling, harassing, robbing and 

murdering the Imaan and Hayaa’ of our kids. What future Ummah do we expect to have? 

How can parents still comfortably send their sons – and even worse, their daughters – to schools? 

It is sad to note how modern/secular-scholars of Deen encourage godless secular education which 

promotes such filthy education. This is ridiculous and a sign of them being part of the Ulama-e-

Baatil!    
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